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Press Release 
 

1st September 2004 
To whom it may concern, 
 

Institute of Human Capital Solution 
2-5-7 Hill Crest Hirakawa cho,  

HIRAKAWA-CHO CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 102-0093 
 
 

Compensation Fairness Index (COFIX), innovated by IHCS:  
a strategic tool for HRM and future corporate value assessment  

 
 
〈Summary〉 
 
Institute of Human Capital Solution (IHCS in Chiyoda-ku, Representative Partner Takuzo MAEDA) has recently 
launched a new consulting package for assessing fairness in compensations for board members and managers. This 
package is called COFIX (Compensation Fairness Index) which evaluates fairness in all the compensations for 
management positions. The higher the COFIX whose theoretical max: is 100, the fairness in compensation is the 
higher in relation to the contribution capabilities of individual managers.  
 
To produce COFIX for a specific organization, an IHCS consultant will have interviews with superintendent(s) 
immediately over those management positions to be assessed, and identify various factors regarding their positions, 
such as magnitude of organizational impact, depth of needed know-how, relations with other sections, the needed 
leadership, etc. From the interview, objective management capability in terms of PVI (Position Value Index) will 
be calculated for each position. A statistical correlation: COFIX is calculated between PVI and actual 
compensations for all the managers. (Refer to Fig. 1 below.) 
 

COFIX （Compensation Fairness Index）

y = 20103x2 - 2E+06x + 3E+07

R2 = 0.5382

Theoretical Base Salary based on PVI

PVI (Position Value Index) = Management Capability

COFIX = 54

〈Fig. １〉
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Moreover, the consulting package includes a table and graphs showing theoretical PVI-based compensations and 
gaps between the theoretical and actual ones, among others. (J-DAS*) 

                                                   
* J-DAS (Job-Salary Deviation Analysis Service) shows gaps between PVI-based compensations and actual ones for individual managers, and can 
suggest an appropriate compensation profile for all the managers. The past applications have proved that this approach has a big motivational impact 
for high performers in particular, and can drastically improve the corporate culture towards market orientation because of its clearness and objectivity 
in all the assessment procedures. 
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With the data, companies can check the level of fairness in the current compensations and make it a starting point 
to change, if necessary, to a new compensation scheme based on the capabilities of individual managers. 
Furthermore, other institutions, such as banks, turnaround funds, capital funds, shareholders, and individual 
investors will be able to evaluate the company values in terms of human resource management. In other words, 
COFIX can be considered as a powerful tool for them to predict future performance of companies. 
 
The concept of PVI was originated and developed in late 80’s and introduced in all the regional offices of global 
corporations with headquarters in the North Europe, such as Ericsson and ABB. PVI has been applied to many 
high performing Japan-based large corporations in most business categories e.g. finance, electronics, other 
manufacturers, restaurants, sales, etc. Up to now, over 5 million people are working for those companies with this 
evaluation method in Europe and one million in Japan. Astonishing is the fact that PVI has proven to be a powerful 
motivational tool and its versatility, since PVI can be uniformly applied to all departments including overhead 
divisions and technical development ones where objective assessment had been considered very difficult. 
 
In the recent years, the top management of many Japanese corporations with seniority-based compensation system 
are inclined to implement organizational restructuring and fire mostly senior managers with high compensations. 
However, one of the big problems for this is that many companies which newly apply performance-based 
compensation scheme after restructuring, are frequently faced with demoralization due to ambiguous assessment 
methodology. Major issues on compensation management in Japan currently with various arguments are 1. Can we 
really control labor cost at a reasonable level?  2. What compensation scheme is the most appropriate to motivate 
and keep the morale of managers?  3. Is it possible to create and implement a Japanese culture-accepted 
compensation scheme, convincing for all the stakeholders?  4. What compensation scheme can really reduce 
turnover of high performers and keep them?  
 
To answer all the above questions, COFIX can be an excellent starting point. 
 
The other cases where the COFIX can be an important assessment tool are that many turnaround managers find it 
difficult to complete their mission in a shorter period in Japan because most Japanese companies filed in 
accordance with bankruptcy/turnaround laws (similar to Chapter 11) tend to lose high performers first. While the 
top management, lawyers and consultants are developing a turnaround business plan, many high performers are 
starting to run away from the company because they think that they will not be satisfactorily rewarded in the future 
under the new management. High performers also tend to quite the jobs when they see age-based simple 
restructuring for those over 45 or 50 years old or reducing salaries by say 10% across the board. The big problem 
is that up to now there has been no appropriate method to objectively identify and reward high performers. 
 
COFIX is a mathematically sophisticated but simple, easy-to-understand index to assess compensation profile of 
whole organizations. Improvement of COFIX does not only provide a better work environment to keep high 
performers, but it can also play a vital role for turnaround management, M&A, etc. by its motivation effect for the 
whole organizations. Based on COFIX, companies can change the compensation scheme and conduct trainings for 
managers so that the whole organization can be empowered and enhance market-oriented corporate culture. 
 
In summary, COFIX can provide an ideal starting point for top management who needs to vitalize the organization 
and/or implement a drastic improvement in corporate culture by changing the compensation scheme together with 
training. 
 
The number of man-days for COFIX together with analysis and reporting depends on the size of company and 
other factors, but can be seven days to assess a hundred managers. The cost is around Yen35,000 per management 
position. 
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